**ABSTRACT**

This research entitled “The Influence of Cooperative Learning Model Through Everyone Is A Teacher Here Method Of Student Activity In Economic Subject Class X IPS In SMA Bina Dharma 2 Bandung School Year 2017/2018 (Economic Learning Case Study on Sub Material Cooperation).” The purpose this research is (1) to know the application cooperative learning model through method everyone is a teacher here in economic subject sub material cooperation; (2) to know activity class X IPS student; and (3) to find out how big influence cooperative learning model through the way everyone is a teacher here to activity for student learning activeness. The research method used is survey method through quantitative approach. Technique collecting data by way of questionarie and observation. The research hypotesis read positive acces in using cooperative learning model through method everyone is a teacher here on student learning avctiveness. Data analysis techniques using simple linier regressional with SPSS 20,0 for windows. Based on data analysis show that all the cooperative learning model through method everyone is a teacher here to the student learning activity by 43% obtained from the coefficient of determination R square 0,430 and the rest influence by other factors. In conclusion research hypothesis is acceptable and research objectives are achieved, as the end research suggests that students are expected to maintain learning activity so that they can improve their ability, teacher is expected to use various interesting learning models, to school to provide adequate facilities for continuity learning as well the researchers then pay more attention to allocation time and research on other subjects, classes and different schools.
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